Pure-tone pitch anomalies. II. Pitch-intensity effects and diplacusis in impaired ears.
Pitch-intensity functions and psychophysical tuning curves (PTC's) were measured in ten listeners with sensorineural impairments of presumed cochlear origin. Masking patterns, frequency jnd's, diplacusis measurements, and octave adjustments were also obtained for selected conditions in selected listeners. The results showed a tendency for increased frequency jnd's and increased pitch-matching variability in frequency regions where frequency resolution, as determined by PTC Q10 estimates, was degraded. The results also showed exaggerated pitch-level effects, both in regions where frequency resolution was degraded and, in many cases, in regions where thresholds and frequency resolution were apparently normal. The usual manifestation of exaggerated pitch-level effect was an abnormally large negative pitch shift with increasing level, particularly at low frequencies. The limited data from diplacusis measurements and octave adjustments suggest that the exaggerated negative pitch shifts are the consequence of a large increase in pitch at low stimulus levels which "recruits" at higher levels. These results are difficult to explain with simple tonotopic models, or presently formulated temporal models, of pure-tone pitch encoding.